Your Premier Party Rental Company
1155 Route 9, Wappingers Falls, NY (845) 298-0011
1 Precision Road, Danbury, CT (203) 744-2295

Operating Instructions
***Before operating this machine, please check to make sure the drain hose is connected underneath
the unit and you have the dispenser in place to catch the water from the hose. Also, make sure you
have the machine plugged into a dedicated 20 amp outlet.***
1.

Plug the unit in, fill the transparent acrylic hopper with ice, and securely replace the lid. Please note
that a small straw will be depressed when the lid is in place properly. The unit will not work if that
straw is not depressed. The red light will indicate that the lid is on correctly.

2.

You have the option of using the preset buttons, which automatically shaves and blends your mix
based on a 17 0z individual drink portion. If you choose this option, simply press:
Button #1 = 1 drink
Button #2 = 2 drinks
Button #3 = 3 drinks
• Follow the directions on the drink mix package to measure out proper amounts of liquor
and mix.

3.

You may choose to have different size portions. If so, you first need to pour your mixture into the
pitcher with or without alcohol, then manually press:
Shave button: Until the desired ice fills the pitcher, then press
Mix button: To blend the drink. If the mixture is too thick, add water/or liquor to dilute and press
mix again. Make sure the lid on the pitcher is on correctly, or the blender will not operate.

**Trouble Shooting: ** If the unit is not working…First, turn off the unit, then push the reset button
located on the back of the machine and try again.

Cleaning: Rinse out the pitchers and remove all the ice from the machine. Scoop out excess ice and then
use the manual shave button on the control panel to shave any remaining ice in the ice hopper.

Island Oasis Training Guide
RECIPE
12-ounce Cocktails

12-ounce Smoothies

4 ounces Strawberry Mix
1.25 Ounces of Rum

5 ounces of Strawberry Mix
1 ounce of water, if needed
All liquid goes in the blender cup.

Use the recommended amount of liquid for a 12 oz drink, then press 1DR = for one drink
Double the liquid and press 2DR = for two drinks
Triple the liquid and press 3DR = for three drinks
If the mixture should freeze upon you:
Press the STOP button and add more mix.
Then press the manual mix button.
If the mixture is too soupy, then…
Add ice by pressing the manual shave button and the manual mix button.
DO NOT PUT LARGE PIECES OF ICE IN THE ICE HOPPER – it will jam the machine
Cubed ice is required. If using bagged ice, make sure it is broken into small pieces, and you might
want to add 5oz of water to the bag to make sure the ice is wet.
Dry, powdery ice will freeze the ice scrambler and trip the machine.

RESET BUTTON!
If the shaver function should jam, please do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remove all large chunks of ice.
Try adding a little hot water to free up the ice scrambler.
Press the clear reset button on the right side of the machine.
Make sure the lid is pressing down the white rod for contact.
Make sure you have a red light showing on the stop button.
This should be all the information you will need to operate the machine.
For any questions or concerns, be sure to contact us immediately.
845-298-0011 or 203-744-2295
Thank you for your business!
www.durantsparty.com

HAVE FUN!

